Skip When a player discards a Skip Card, the player to his/her immediate left is skipped and play passes to the next person. If there are only two players, the play would pass back to the player who laid the Skip Card down.

WINNING THE GAME
The first player to build a groovy sandwich with two Bread Cards and four different colored Food Cards is the winner! To win, you lay down your completed Sandwich Cards, say “Let’s Eat!” and discard a card onto the Discard Pile.

Note: The player must have a card to discard after he/she lays down the completed sandwich for the win. This prevents people from winning the game directly after a “Share” has taken place.
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CONTENTS
34 Sandwich Cards
• 24 Food Cards
• 10 Bread Cards

18 Action Cards
• 6 Share With a Friend Cards
• 6 Everyone Shares Cards
• 6 Skip Cards

SET UP
• Shuffle all of the Sandwich Cards and Action Cards together and deal 6 to each player.
• Place the remaining cards (Draw Pile) face-down in the middle of the playing surface and turn over the top card and place it face-up (Discard Pile) next to the Draw Pile. If an Action Card is turned up, place it back into the Draw Pile and turn over another card.

OBJECT
Be the first player to build a groovy sandwich by collecting two bread cards and one each of the colored food cards (red, green, yellow and purple) while also sharing cards with friends to help them build their sandwiches.

Note: There is a color guide at the top of each Sandwich Card that reminds the players which colored cards they need to complete a sandwich and win (brown, red, green, yellow, purple and brown).

PLAYING THE GAME
1. The youngest player goes first by picking up the top card from either the Draw Pile or the Discard Pile. For example, if the top card of the Discard Pile is a Sandwich Card that the player needs to help complete his/her sandwich, the player would pick it up. If it is a Sandwich Card that the player already has and does not need, he/she picks up from the Draw Pile.

Note: Only Sandwich Cards can be picked up from the Discard Pile. Action Cards, once played, cannot be picked up by another player.

2. The youngest player then chooses a card from his/her hand to discard face-up on the Discard Pile. The first player’s turn is over and play passes to the left.

ACTION CARDS
Share With a Friend The player who discards a Share With A Friend Card immediately chooses any friend to switch a card with. The player and the friend select a card from their hand and pass it face-down to the other person. The player’s turn is over and play passes to the left.

Everyone Shares When a player discards an Everyone Shares Card, every player immediately chooses a card from their hand and passes it face-down to the person on their left. The player’s turn is over and play passes to the left.

Note: If you receive a card during the action of Sharing that completes your sandwich, you cannot lay your cards down and win because you do not have a discard. You must wait until it is your turn, draw a card, lay your cards down for the win and then discard.